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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2371: Vortex Sudden Change! 

“Heh, you don’t know how arrogant and domineering the divine race was back then! They reared the 

myriad regions’ all lives in pens like pigs and sheep. After they are fattened up, they will be slaughtered 

in waves. Miracle panaceas, natural treasures, anything that they took fancy on, most of it is theirs! You 

don’t know what kind of a life of complete darkness that was!” 

“The divine race occupied all of the land rich in spiritual energy around the Heavenspan Mountain, and 

drove all of the other races to remote places, and sent people to supervise the world, called divine 

envoys! Divine envoys have the power to control the life and death of all races. Even Deva Realm 

powerhouses, they can sentence them to death at will too!” 

“In addition, as long as a heaven-defying genius emerged in the various races, they would concoct all 

kinds of plans to nip these geniuses in the bud! You say, how can we coexist with the divine race?” 

Talking until he was indignant about it, Shang Hang almost wanted to slap the table and get up. 

If not for that he only had a wisp of remnant consciousness, his current emotions would likely be able to 

cause huge undulations. 

Titanic waves also stirred in Ye Yuan’s heart. 

He did not expect that the various races actually had such a dark past. 

Compared to the previous epoch, the various races’ powerhouses in this era were really living in 

paradise. 

The divine race regarded all the races as ants, and they cruelly oppressed the world. 

This kind of humiliation, anyone who had a bit of gut would not sit passively and resign themselves to 

death too! 

Now that the divine race had bounced back, if really let them regain control of the Heavenspan World, 

with the divine race’s resentment, the various races would probably fall into an even darker life. 

And the divine race heightening their vigilance, the likelihood of the human race wanting to be liberated 

in the future, was virtually zero! 

“Then, how did Senior you all do it?” Ye Yuan looked at Shang Hang and asked. 

Under such strict monitoring from the divine race, the human race actually had major powers the likes 

of Shang Hang emerged. It was simply inconceivable! 

Ye Yuan was very curious about how they did it. 

Shang Hang’s expression turned solemn and he revealed a look of admiration as he said, “This will have 

to start talking from Profound Secrets, that brat’s father! Before the 18 of us grand ancestors appeared, 

he was the human race’s leader. It was him who united the various races’ major powers together. He 

then used an inconceivable method, sacrificing himself as the price, to shield heaven’s secrets and send 
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us, this batch, into a secret world. In the end, the 18 of us showed our talents, and became titled grand 

ancestors! Of course, there were still many peerless powerhouses whose strengths were not inferior to 

ours as well. But for the human race to be able to have today, Profound Secrets’ father, Jian Mi, made 

the greatest contribution!” 

Ye Yuan was dumbstruck with amazement from listening. He did not think that the Jian Family still had 

such a history. 

Back then, the power that the various races suddenly erupted with probably directly struck the divine 

race silly. 

They definitely never dreamed that so many experts would suddenly emerge. 

And at that time, their power of rules was already taken back by Heavenly Dao, they could only unfold a 

frenzied war with the various races. 

In the end, they left for the Abyss World in defeat. 

No wonder the Jian Family could become the Heavenspan World’s number one family. It was not just 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ strength, turns out that it was also due to his father. 

After all, no matter how strong Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was, it was also impossible to 

contend with the nine great Dao Ancestors. 

Furthermore, Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets also inherited his father’s will and exhausted his mind 

and body for the human race’s future. 

Thinking up to here, Ye Yuan felt great admiration. 

He could not help recalling inside the Ancient God Battlefield, the Empyrean Vast Universe who 

imparted him the bone sword, as well as the Qilin emperor bone’s main body. 

They probably all perished in that great battle, right? 

“So that’s how it is! Senior bent your body and exhausted all your energy for the human race, doing your 

utmost till death! Junior Ye Yuan will engrave it in my heart! Senior’s meaning, Junior understands. 

Senior rest assured, Junior will definitely follow Senior, and stop the divine race!” Ye Yuan said. 

He naturally knew Shang Hang’s meaning. It was to hand this heavy responsibility onto his shoulders. 

Not talking about it previously, was because Shang Hang felt that Ye Yuan could not shoulder it. 

Assuming a serious attitude now, it was naturally acknowledging Ye Yuan’s ability. 

Shang Hang nodded and said, “Good that you understand! Since you learned this ancestor’s spacetime 

law, you’ll have to inherit this ancestor’s will! Our human race can die, but we must never be pigs and 

sheep again!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Can there be unbroken eggs when the nest is totally wrecked? This logic, 

Junior understands! Moreover, Junior and the divine race’s dead knot can probably never be resolved! 

Senior, time is limited. Junior won’t be talking anymore. These remaining 100 plus years, Junior will do 

my best to comprehend spacetime law and not let Senior down!” 



Shang Hang nodded his head, very satisfied with Ye Yuan’s attitude. 

When Ye Yuan just entered, he did not find him pleasing to the eye no matter how he looked. 

But now, he found him pleasing to the eye no matter how he looked. 

In terms of talent, in terms of temperament, Ye Yuan was the best choice to inherit his mantle! 

With just over a hundred years remaining, Ye Yuan was still very far away from this gap of an hour. 

Hence, he jumped into the spacetime vortex again. 

It was still being sliced into thousands of pieces, but his courage grew even stronger. 

These ancient powerhouses’ resolve was still soul-stirring to this day. 

How could he, Ye Yuan, be willing to be outdone by others? 

Moreover, without the sacrifice of these ancient powerhouses, there naturally would not be the 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove who came later, let alone would there be the current Ye Yuan. 

This karma, Ye Yuan also had the responsibility to repay it! 

Time passed quietly. In a blink, it was another hundred over years. 

The date of a thousand years was already approaching. 

During this time, Ye Yuan’s spacetime law comprehension became smoother and smoother. 

His spatial law already reached the critical point of comprehending power of source. Time law also 

reached a level of 1:100. 

He was merely just a step away from the requirement of an hour too. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s rapid progress, Shang Hang secretly nodded by the side. 

“This kid’s talent is really too terrifying! It’s a pity that he wasn’t born in our era. Otherwise, our human 

race might not have needed to face such tragic losses!” Shang Hang said with slight regret. 

Ye Yuan stood in the spacetime vortex. A hint of light gradually flashed across in his eyes. 

“Turns out that this is the profound mysteries of spatial law? Yeah, this is Senior Shang Hang’s spatial 

law, while I need to comprehend the spatial law that belongs to me! My spatial law isn’t just the 

Heavenspan World’s spatial law, I have to create a spatial law that belongs to me! Mn, there’s also time 

law! These two great laws will be my Ye Yuan World’s two great supreme laws in the future!” 

Although Ye Yuan’s small world had already opened up, it was still a region of chaos. 

There, there was no Heavenly Dao, no power of laws. 

Everything was in the state of the primitive universe. 

The next time, Ye Yuan wanted to create Heavenly Dao laws that belonged to him, making everything 

operate on its own. 



Suddenly, a Tai Chi diagram suddenly rotated behind Ye Yuan. 

A powerful Great Dao power started revolving in the spacetime vortex. 

The sudden appearance of the Tai Chi diagram completely roiled up the entire spacetime vortex all at 

once. 

The entire spacetime vortex became incomparably berserk all of a sudden. 

That was Ye Yuan’s own power of spacetime law! 

His power of spacetime law and the power of law in the spacetime vortex seemed to have produced 

some kind of resonance, stirring up the entire spacetime vortex all at once. 

Rumble! 

Shang Hang’s expression changed drastically and he said in horror, “What is this kid going to do? Not 

good, he triggered Spacetime Reversal Chaos! He is going to be swept into the spacetime turbulence!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2372: Unknown Land 

Rumble! 

Supreme inheritance divine temple suddenly emitted violent rumblings, reverberating throughout the 

clouds. 

The entire Primeval War Realm was virtually all trembling. 

The other two inheritance divine temples were practically shattering under this powerful undulation! 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets and Ancestor Lightning, this level of existences, were immediately 

startled. 

“Profound Secrets, what’s going on?” Ancestor Lightning said in a solemn voice. 

Profound Secrets’ expression was very ugly as he said in a deep voice, “I don’t know either. This 

undulation seems to have happened in the supreme inheritance divine temple. Could it be that 

something happened to Ye Yuan?” 

The moment Ancestor Lightning and the rest heard, they immediately calmed down. 

As long as it was not their descendants and disciples meeting with a mishap, it was fine. 

As for Ye Yuan, what did his life and death have to do with them? 

In fact, Ancestor Lightning was even somewhat gloating over his misfortune! 

This kid considered everyone beneath his notice and actually dared to negotiate terms with this 

ancestor? He deserved to die! 

Originally, today was the day when the unpredictable children exited seclusion. 

But no one could have thought that such a huge change suddenly occurred at this time. 
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Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ expression changed slightly, his figure moving, disappearing on the 

spot. The rest followed one after another. 

When they arrived at the inheritance divine temples, the other unpredictable children already came out 

of the temples. 

While the supreme inheritance divine temple had long already fallen apart to pieces! 

A shocking power of spacetime law surged to the sky, forming a huge whirlpool in the air. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s complexion was deathly pale as he cried out in surprise, “This ... 

This is Spacetime Reversal Chaos! Not good! Ye Yuan is in danger!” 

The unpredictable children were all baffled, completely not knowing what had happened. 

“What a powerful law undulation! I didn’t expect that inside the supreme inheritance divine temple is 

actually spacetime law!” 

“Ye Yuan should be in the inheritance divine temple, right? Such a powerful undulation, has he already 

been killed?” 

“Heh heh, best if he died! This is probably Heavenly Dao’s punishment to him, this unpredictable child!” 

Yu Tanzhi sneered coldly as he watched this scene. 

“Isn’t that so! This punk killed me, not letting me enter the top 11, serves him right to die!” Someone 

immediately concurred. 

He was completely ravaged by Ye Yuan this time and did not even get the ten great inheritances, and 

could only obtain the most ordinary inheritance. 

His inheritance was very ordinary. For his strength, it could not improve it too much, making it 

equivalent to being useless. 

Therefore, he hated Ye Yuan a lot and wished for him to die right away. 

He did not expect that his dream actually came true! 

This bunch of guys was already beside themselves with joy. 

“Shut up! Whoever says another word, this emperor will make you regret being born in this world!” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets bursted out with a loud roar. His expression was gloomy until it 

could drip water. 

The unpredictable children shut their mouths sensibly. They did not have the slightest doubt that if they 

said another word, Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets would make them unable to speak again. 

While at this time, a phantom slowly walked out of the spacetime storm. It was precisely Shang Hang. 

When Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets as well as Ancestor Lightning saw Shang Hang, they both 

bowed in salute. 

“Senior! Ye Yuan he ...” 



The group of unpredictable children was filled with fear! 

Who was this? To actually be worthy of these two people’s bow? 

One had to know that one of them was a Dao Ancestor! 

Shang Hang accepted it calmly and said with a sigh, “That kid was swept into the spacetime turbulence!” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ expression changed wildly and he said, “Senior, just ... just what’s 

going on here?” 

Ever since seeing Ye Yuan, Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets viewed him as the hope of the human 

race. 

But now, this human race’s hope was banished into the spacetime turbulence, and could no longer 

come out again! 

One had to know, back then, it was Shang Hang who banished Tian Qing to the spacetime turbulence. 

Even that kind of terrifying existence was unable to escape from the spacetime turbulence, let alone Ye 

Yuan? 

Shang Hang smiled bitterly and said, “I don’t know either! He seemed to have comprehended something 

at the final moment. But right at that time, the spacetime vortex suddenly became berserk, sweeping 

him into the spacetime turbulence. Later, you all saw it.” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets only felt that it was preposterous. Spacetime Reversal Chaos was 

Shang Hang’s ultimate profound intent. But even he himself did not understand what was going on? 

But, with Ye Yuan being banished, wasn’t it cutting off the human race’s last hope? 

“Then ... Then what should we do now?” Even someone as level-headed as Profound Secrets was also 

somewhat at a loss on what to do now. 

Shang Hang smiled bitterly and said, “Forget about now. Even when this ancestor was at my prime back 

then, I was also unable to bring people back from the spacetime turbulence. Now ... we can only wait, 

see if a miracle appears! Oh, right, protect his physical body well. I hope that this boy isn’t fated to die!” 

When Ye Yuan was being swept into the spacetime turbulence, it was his consciousness as well as the 

physical body that the Primeval War Realm condensed. 

If he was unable to return, Ye Yuan’s fleshy body would be a living corpse. 

... ... 

This was a lush green mountain, endowed with natural spirits. 

Ye Yuan strolled around, not knowing where he was. 

Just earlier, he was swept into a turbulent flow, and only felt the scenery before his eyes changing non-

stop. 

Then he arrived at this unknown place. 



Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly and he said to himself, “Spacetime Reversal Chaos, am I ... banished 

to the Ganges river of time? But, where is this place? It seems pretty good. But, how should I go back? 

Right now, Senior Profound Secrets and Senior Shang Hang they all, should be panicking, right?” 

A series of questions lingered in Ye Yuan’s heart. 

When he was swept into the Spacetime Reversal Chaos, he faintly heard Shang Hang yell out, Spacetime 

Reversal Chaos. 

Wasn’t Spacetime Reversal Chaos precisely Shang Hang’s ultimate profound intent? 

Him comprehending spacetime law actually produced a resonance with the spacetime vortex, and 

increased the power of the spacetime vortex many times! 

Then this meant that he sent himself to exile! 

Ye Yuan smiled bitterly and said, “I’m afraid that it’s unprecedented to be banished like me, right?” 

He just wanted to comprehend a spacetime law that belonged to him. But he did not expect that it 

triggered this kind of horrifying power, and he banished himself. 

This sort of thing seemed like a blunder no matter how one looked at it. 

“Forget it. Since I came, might as well make the best out of it! Take a look at what place this is first,” Ye 

Yuan said helplessly. 

Ye Yuan wandered over and discovered that there were many restrictions on the mountain. But to him, 

this Formation Dao rank two source powerhouse, it was naturally nothing. 

This place looked like a mountain pass gate, but there did not seem to be many human footmarks. 

Ye Yuan discovered that the spiritual energy here seemed to be a lot more abundant than in his own 

world. 

Hence, he followed the trail of spiritual energy and headed to the thickest place. 

There, it was normally where the core of the mountain pass gates lied. 

With Ye Yuan’s footsteps, his speed was naturally extremely fast. Before long, he arrived at the highest 

peak. 

Ye Yuan faintly felt many powerful auras. 

When he stepped onto the mountain pass gates, he was stunned by the scene before his eyes. 

In front of the vast mountain pass gates, ten thousand people were prostrated on the ground, trembling 

away. 

In front of the ten thousand people, several figures were extremely domineering. 

Beside them, laid corpses that covered the ground! 

Bang! 



A huge energy undulation flashed past, a young man was directly blown to pieces, not having an intact 

corpse. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, his pupils could not help shrinking! 

“Divine race!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2373: Killing Divine Envoy! 

“L-Lord Divine Envoy, our Ziwei Sect really didn’t antagonize the divine race! L-Lord Divine Envoy, please 

lift your hand high up in mercy, and let us off!” 

In front of a middle-aged divine race member, Ziwei Sect’s sect master said tremblingly. 

One could tell that he was very scared. 

This kind of fear came from the soul! 

“Oh? Is that so? Looks like the people that this envoy killed isn’t enough yet!” 

The middle-aged divine envoy smiled slightly and pointed a finger out again. Another Ziwei Sect disciple 

was killed. 

His eyes were full of indifference. 

As if what he killed was not a person, but an animal. 

Ziwei Sect’s sect master trembled and choked with sobs as he said, “Just what does Lord Divine Envoy 

want before you’re willing to let the Ziwei Sect off?” 

But the middle-aged divine envoy’s eyes landed on a young woman in the crowd. 

His eyes had indescribable greed. 

“Ziwei has a girl who just grew up and she’s known as Skysouth’s number one beauty. Mo Qingshan, you 

understand!” The middle-aged divine envoy said with a smile. 

Ziwei Sect Master, Mo Qingshan, suddenly lifted his head, his eyes full of resentment, as he said in shock 

and fury, “Lord Divine Envoy framed my Ziwei Sect for Xiaocao?” 

The divine envoy smiled faintly and was indifferent as he said, “So what?” 

The middle-aged divine envoy did not bother to hide it at all, directly admitting it! 

He came for Mo Xiaocao! 

He fabricated charges and intentionally framed them! 

What could you do to me? 

The middle-aged divine envoy was arrogant and domineering to the extreme. 

Mo Xiaocao, Ziwei Sect Master, Mo Qingshan’s beloved daughter. 
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People should not look at how Mo Qingshan was trembling with fear in front of the middle-aged divine 

envoy. He loved this daughter deeply. 

In the crowd, Mo Xiaocao’s complexion turned pale, her entire body trembling. 

She had looks that made myriad life fall, but it was hard to resist the coveting of the divine race. 

In the eyes of the divine race, human girls were merely playthings. 

Girls who were eyed by the divine race, each one ended in extremely miserable outcomes. 

She smiled bitterly in her heart, this day still came in the end? 

Mo Qingshan’s expression flickered indeterminately, and he suddenly kowtowed. 

Dong! 

Dong! 

Dong! 

Each sound, the entire Ziwei Sect could hear it distinctly. 

“Divine Envoy, please let my girl go! Mo Qingshan is willing to die for her!” Mo Qingshan said earnestly. 

But, there was no compassion in the middle-aged divine envoy’s eyes at all. He just said coolly, “You can 

die. But Mo Xiaocao, this envoy is still bringing away!” 

Mo Qingshan suddenly stood up, staring straight at the divine envoy, full of anger. 

He dared to get angry, but he did not dare to speak! 

Behind him were ten thousand Ziwei Sect disciples! 

Once he became angry, these ten thousand disciples all had to be buried in death! 

But that was his most beloved daughter. So how could he watch her jump into the fire pit with his own 

eyes? 

Seeing the look in Mo Qingshan’s eyes, the middle-aged divine envoy’s brows furrowed slightly, 

appearing very unhappy. 

“You dare to use this kind of eyes to look at this envoy?” 

Mo Qingshan was startled and gritted his teeth and said, “Divine Envoy, please forgive me!” 

The divine envoy said coolly, “Death penalty can be spared, but punishment can’t be escaped! You, 

cripple your cultivation and demote to a commoner. The position of sect master will be succeeded by Lin 

Tianhan!” 

Done talking, he turned around again and said to his two subordinates, “Go, bring Mo Xiaocao away. If 

anyone dares to stop, kill without mercy!” 

“Yes!” 



The two subordinates received the order and went, and were about to bring Mo Xiaocao away. 

Mo Xiaocao’s complexion turned a few shades paler. 

She wanted to struggle, but she did not dare. 

Mo Qingshan’s expression changed wildly and was about to stop those two subordinates. But the divine 

envoy said in a solemn voice, “This envoy asked you to cripple your own cultivation, didn’t you hear?” 

While talking, the two subordinates already arrived in front of Mo Xiaocao, and they wanted to reach 

their hands out and take her away. 

Puff! 

Puff! 

No idea where two streaks of sword light appeared from either, the two subordinates fell down softly 

right in front of Mo Xiaocao. 

“Ahhh!!” 

Mo Xiaocao got a fright and screamed. 

The middle-aged divine envoy’s pupils constricted and he said with an angry roar, “Who? Who did it? 

Step forward for this envoy!” 

Ziwei Sect’s disciples exchanged glances, you look at me, I look at you, all uncertain about things. 

The middle-aged divine envoy’s brows furrowed slightly and he said with a cold smile, “No one is coming 

forward is it? To dare kill divine envoys, your entire Ziwei Sect has to be buried in death!” 

Everyone’s faces changed wildly, a look of alarm and anger on their faces. 

“Who killed them, why haven’t you come forward! Want to cause all of us to die?” 

“God damn it, who was it that wanted to frame our Ziwei Sect to be eternally doomed?” 

“Damn it, quickly come forward!” 

... ... 

Ziwei Sect’s disciples all had ashen expressions, crying out in horror. 

Just this sentence, the lethality was too great! 

A divine envoy saying this was not joking with them. 

He said exterminate the sect, that was really exterminating the sect! 

To the divine race, exterminating a sect was too easy. 

“I’m standing in front of you. Haven’t you noticed it?” Right then, a leisurely voice suddenly sounded 

out. 

It was not loud, but it made everyone’s hearts tremble. 



In front of the divine envoy, a young man was standing with his hands behind his back. 

What was even scarier was that they actually did not know when he stood there! 

He was clearly standing there but gave people an extremely unreal feeling. 

This person was naturally none other than precisely Ye Yuan. 

Traveling through spacetime, his spatial law already reached the level of source. 

Furthermore, this was the spatial law that he comprehended, superimposing with the Heavenspan 

World’s spatial law. 

Even for the divine race’s powerhouses, it was hard to distinguish too. 

But just earlier, the shock in Ye Yuan’s heart was similarly hard to express in words. 

He actually followed along the mighty current of spacetime, and he arrived in the previous epoch? 

The divine race cruelly oppressed myriad races. Originally, it merely existed in his imagination too. 

But, seeing this scene before his eyes, he finally knew how Shang Hang’s hatred came about. 

The divine envoy’s pupils constricted and he said in a solemn voice, “Who are you? To actually dare kill 

divine envoys, are you tired of living?” 

Ye Yuan had a disapproving look as he said coolly, “Killed then killed, so what?” 

The middle-aged divine envoy’s brows furrowed and he said in a cold voice, “Very good! To dare kill 

divine envoys, after you die, the Ziwei Sect will also be buried in death!” 

Ye Yuan had a disdainful look as he said, “Your divine race is really cocky! Do you really take yourself to 

be the messenger of heaven? You aren’t even a fart in front of me!” 

Everyone stared wide-eyed and tongue-tied, looking at Ye Yuan with shocked faces. 

Where did this guy pop out from, to actually dare talk so wildly! 

Divine envoy, that was naturally the envoy of heaven! 

The middle-aged envoy laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Where did this lunatic pop out 

from, to actually dare question my divine race’s authority! Today, this envoy is going to execute justice 

on behalf of heaven, and let you know what’s called heaven!” 

Done talking, the middle-aged divine envoy released his aura fully. He was actually at the peak middle-

aged Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm! 

This level of strength was absolutely overwhelming to the human race! 

In his eyes, Ye Yuan was merely Fifth Firmament Heavenly Emperor Realm. 

This bit of cultivation realm was not even enough to fill the crevices between his teeth. He naturally 

would not really take Ye Yuan seriously. 

Pah! 



Ye Yuan snapped his fingers and said coolly, “Sword, come!” 

Clank, clank, clank ... 

Ziwei Sect’s swords all flew out involuntarily in an instant, flying over toward the divine envoy. 

Puchi! 

The middle-aged divine envoy’s move was not unleashed yet and he was already pierced into a sieve. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2374: Sentry Celestial Palace 

“D-Dead? He ... He killed a divine envoy!” 

“You dare to kill a divine envoy! How dare you kill a divine envoy!” 

“It’s over! You’ve doomed us all! Our Ziwei Sect is finished this time!” 

... ... 

With Ye Yuan killing the middle-aged divine envoy, everyone’s first reaction was not how strong he was, 

being about to jump realms and kill a member of the divine race, but it was that Ye Yuan had implicated 

them. 

Hearing this, he could not help shaking his head and sighing. 

The might of the divine race had long already penetrated deep into the bones. These people did not 

dare to resist at all. 

Ye Yuan was also burning with anxiety from watching at one side, that was why he would make a move. 

He thought that the Ziwei Sect would resist. But in the end, Mo Qingshan did not dare to make a move 

either. 

However, he could understand. Under tremendous pressure, the human race could only swallow their 

pride and endure in silence. 

The price of resisting was death. 

How could a puny little Ziwei Sect stop the divine race’s army? 

Even ants drag out an ignoble existence, let alone humans? 

“Oh, then why don’t you guys kidnap me and send me to the divine race there?” Ye Yuan said with a 

smile. 

Mo Qingshan’s expression changed, and he said with an ugly expression, “This ... How can this do? Little 

Brother, don’t joke around! It’s just that ... killing a divine envoy, this is a major crime!” 

He knew that Ye Yuan was mocking him. 

Ye Yuan shrugged and said, “I’m being serious, you guys are really not sending?” 
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Mo Qingshan was stunned, but still shook his head and said, “Little Brother did it in order to save us. 

Even if I, Mo Qingshan, am less than an animal, I also can’t do this sort of thing! Little Brother, you 

quickly leave! After the Sentry Celestial Palace’s divine official comes, you won’t be able to leave! Divine 

officials are late-stage Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouses, you’re not a match!” 

In the Ziwei Sect, the strongest one was also Mo Qingshan this sect master. 

His cultivation realm was also merely Sixth Firmament Heavenly Emperor. There was still a fine line away 

from a late-stage Heavenly Emperor Realm. 

An Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouse coming over could virtually sweep everything away! 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he said in a cold voice, “Do you think that I’m joking with you? If you 

don’t kidnap me over, I’ll destroy your Ziwei Sect today!” 

Mo Qingshan’s expression suddenly changed, immediately feeling tremendous pressure! 

With Ye Yuan’s present strength, destroying an unremarkable Ziwei Sect was really too easy. 

Just as everyone was at a loss on what to do, a young man stepped forward crisply. 

The young man said, “S-Senior, are you thinking of ... going to destroy the Sentry Celestial Palace?” 

Ye Yuan looked at this young man rather surprisedly. He remembered that this young man was precisely 

one of Ziwei Sect’s geniuses who was about to be executed. 

Just now, he even had his hands tied behind his back. But now, he was released. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “A little interesting, what’s your name?” 

He did not expect that among this bunch of obsequious people, there was actually still one who could 

see through his thoughts. 

His thought was not hard to guess. It was just that for these people, wanting to guess correctly was 

hard. 

Because they never thought of revolting before at all. 

The young man said respectfully, “Junior is Qin Chao!” 

Ye Yuan said, “Mn, you guessed correctly, I’m precisely going to destroy the Sentry Celestial Palace!” 

Qin Chao had a solemn look as he said, “I know the path to the Sentry Celestial Palace. Junior will lead 

the way for you!” 

Ye Yuan was slightly surprised and said with a smile that was not a smile, “You aren’t afraid of death?” 

Qin Chao nodded and said, “Of course I’m scared! But Junior has already had enough of this kind of 

days! With our human race not resisting, we’ll always be treated as pigs and sheep. If they aren’t happy, 

they will slaughter and eat! Moreover, Senior saved this junior’s beloved earlier. Junior is willing to 

repay with death!” 



Ye Yuan’s gaze could not help looking in Mo Xiaocao’s direction and discovered that she also had a look 

of surprise. 

Clearly, this was just Qin Chao’s unrequited love. 

In the Ziwei Sect, those who liked Mo Xiaocao, there were also 800 if there weren’t 1000. 

Qin Chao was merely one of them. 

However, these two people’s conversation made everyone stare dumbfoundedly with their mouths 

agape. 

What the Sentry Celestial Palace represented was the divine race! 

Touching the Sentry Celestial Palace was tantamount to pulling teeth from the tiger maws of the divine 

race! 

At that time, the divine race’s upper echelons would surely be shaken. 

Disregarding this, Ye Yuan was merely Fifth Firmament Heavenly Emperor. Even if he killed a divine 

envoy, what right did he have to go and destroy the Sentry Celestial Palace? 

Of course, the human race being oppressed for a long time, there would also be people who 

overestimated their own ability, going to provoke the divine race. 

The final outcome naturally went without saying. 

This young man was definitely another one of them. 

He was seeking death here and Qin Chao actually wanted to go together with him! 

“Qin Chao, what are you messing around for?” Mo Qingshan said angrily. 

Him not daring to flare up with Ye Yuan did not mean that he did not dare to get angry with Qin Chao. 

Qin Chao smiled miserably and he said, “Master, you turn back and look. That’s your daughter! The 

divine race wanted to violate your daughter and you actually allowed them to take her away freely! 

Also, you all! How many among you all like Junior Apprentice Sister Xiaocao? But did any one of you step 

forward?” 

“Senior saved us and saved your beloved Junior Apprentice Sister Xiaocao. But none of you thanked him, 

and even wanted to blame him for being a busybody, implicating our Ziwei Sect! We’re humans! Proud 

and dignified humans, not pigs and dogs! Not fish and meat! The divine race treats us as pigs and dogs, 

could it be that we also have to treat ourselves as pigs and dogs? I’m already someone who has died 

once, what’s the harm in going to die again with Senior?” 

Qin Chao’s words echoed loudly. 

Many Ziwei Sect disciples lowered their heads in shame. 

When Ye Yuan heard this, he could not help revealing a look of approval. 



In this era, it was precisely because there were many iron-blooded men like Qin Chao, that there was 

the human race’s future! 

Ziwei Sect was merely an epitome of the era. 

There were many many Ziwei Sects in the world. 

Even if each sect only produced one Qin Chao, it was an extremely powerful force as well. 

“Senior, I’ll bring you!” Qin Chao turned and said to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head smilingly and said, “Let’s go.” 

Ziwei Sect’s ten thousand people send these two people away with their eyes. 

In the crowd, Mo Xiaocao’s eyes sparkled, as if knowing this Qin Chao this senior apprentice brother for 

the first time. 

... ... 

Along the way, Ye Yuan was absorbed in thought. But Qin Chao’s emotions started to change. 

In the beginning, he had the solemness and melancholy of the wind howling and the waters turning 

cold, the brave warriors never returning. 

But as they got closer and closer to the Sentry Celestial Palace, his breathing also gradually became 

ragged. 

Clearly, he was starting to get nervous and scared. 

The might of the divine race was deeply imprinted in the hearts of every human, unable to disperse. 

Qin Chao’s hot blood was surging at the beginning, that was why he would disregard everything. 

But when he really arrived at Sentry Celestial Palace, he started to get fidgety again. 

Ye Yuan did not notice his changes but fell into contemplation. 

“I already fell into the chaotic spacetime. Then is this world real or fake?” 

“If it’s fake, how should I return to my own world?” 

“If it’s real, then will my actions here change the course of history, and let the human race go in another 

direction?” 

“If I really change history, then will ... I still exist or not?” 

... ... 

Countless doubts lingered in his heart. 

He passed through spacetime and arrived. He was just a tiny butterfly. 

Then would he, this small butterfly, make the experiences of future generations, all change? 



This was really a profound question. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2375: Space Freeze! 

“S-Senior, we’ve arrived!” When Qin Chao saw Ye Yuan pondering, he reminded cautiously. 

Ye Yuan came back to his senses, gave Qin Chao a look, and said with a smile, “You’re scared?” 

Qin Chao had a look of embarrassment and said smilingly, “A ... A little scared. We’re going all by 

ourselves, so it’s ... it’s no different from seeking death. I know that Senior is very formidable, but 

there’s more than just one Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouse in the Sentry Celestial Palace! 

Although I don’t fear death, such a meaningless death is indeed somewhat not worth it.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “You’re right. Dying like this doesn’t have any meaning at all.” 

Qin Chao was taken aback and said, “Senior’s meaning is ... not going anymore?” 

He was very perplexed, could it be that Senior also shrink back? 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “But who told you that we’re going to court death?” 

Qin Chao’s eyes lit up and he said in wild ecstasy, “Could it be that Senior even hide a large army? Haha, 

what am I saying ... Senior is wise. So how can you possibly do this kind of suicidal stupid thing?” 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and said, “What army is there? You’re thinking too much. Come on.” 

This was a place with extremely rich spiritual energy. A majestic palace was hidden in the clouds, 

appearing mysterious and having experienced the many vicissitudes of life. 

This place was the Sentry Celestial Palace that made all races terrified at the sight of it! 

“Stop! Who is it, to dare trespass the Sentry Celestial Palace?” 

Several figures suddenly appeared, stopping Ye Yuan two people. 

These few people were all middle-stage Heavenly Emperor Realm powerhouses. Except, they were all 

humans! 

Ye Yuan looked at them, his brows furrowing as he said to Qin Chao, “Why would there be humans in 

the Sentry Celestial Palace?” 

Qin Chao looked at Ye Yuan with eyes like looking at a freak and said, “Doesn’t Senior know that many 

human powerhouses will serve the divine race? In fact, they even become the divine race’s thugs, acting 

with utter disregard for human life. They are all the human race’s traitors!” 

One of them said in a great rage, “Insolence! The divine race is the messenger of heaven, towering 

above the myriad races! Serving them is something that each race should do! Brat who’s still wet behind 

your ears, just based on this one sentence, you deserve death!” 

Puff! 

His voice had yet to fade, and he was already killed by countless streaks of sword light. 
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There would always be some who would drag out an ignorable existence. 

There were always some who would betray their race. 

Ye Yuan understood, but he was very upset! 

Some things were bigger than dragging out an ignorable existence! 

If it were Ye Yuan, he would rather die than be the divine race’s lackey. 

When the other Heavenly Emperors saw Ye Yuan attack so viciously, and so powerfully, each and every 

one of them shuddered with fear. 

A Heavenly Emperor powerhouse yelled out at the top of his voice, “You ... You dare to kill people in the 

Sentry Celestial Palace? Don’t you want to live anymore? Come, men! Somebody wants to rebel!” 

His voice instantly spread throughout the Sentry Celestial Palace. 

Qin Chao’s expression changed greatly and he cried out in alarm, “Not good! The divine race’s 

powerhouses have all been alarmed! Senior, let’s hurry up and go!” 

But Ye Yuan did not leave and said smilingly, “What are you panicking for? I’m looking forward for them 

to come!” 

It was also just several breaths of time, Qin Chao two people were already surrounded by dozens of 

divine race powerhouses. 

Naturally, there were more of the various races’ Heavenly Emperor powerhouses. Their numbers 

reached as many as close to 100. 

Among them, there were even quite a few who already reached late-stage Heavenly Emperor. 

Seeing this kind of horrifying line-up, Qin Chao was frightened until his face turned pale. 

He was merely just a puny little Empyrean. How could he have seen before such a horrifying line-up? 

Anyone of them stepping forward, just moving a little finger and he would be dead. 

An Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm who was wearing beautiful embroidered clothing slowly stepped 

out of the ranks. Staring at Ye Yuan, he said coldly, “Where did this impudent brat come from, to dare 

run to my Sentry Celestial Palace to cause trouble, got tired of leaving?” 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and shook his head and said, “Cause trouble? No, no, no, I’m not here to 

cause trouble.” 

The other party smiled coldly and said, “You killed someone within the confines of the Sentry Celestial 

Palace, still dare to say that you’re not causing trouble? Dared to kill someone, don’t have the guts to 

admit it now?” 

Ye Yuan curled his mouth and smiled as he said, “I’m really not here to cause trouble. I’m just ... here to 

destroy the Sentry Celestial Palace!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone was stunned. 



Soon after, they erupted with a burst of loud laughter. 

“He said, destroy the Sentry Celestial Palace! Hahaha, this joke is really hilarious!” 

“Where did this kid pop out from? Did he see that we’re bored and specially come to tell us jokes?” 

“Destroy the Sentry Celestial Palace! It’s really my first time hearing such a funny joke in so many years!” 

... ... 

Forget about destroying the Sentry Celestial Palace, even killing a divine envoy, the Ziwei Sect felt like a 

hole was poked in the sky. 

Therefore, the lethality of Ye Yuan’s words could be imagined. 

They seemed to have heard the funniest joke in the world, laughing non-stop. 

Suddenly, a human powerhouse in the crowd said, “Eh, I seem to have seen that kid beside him before. 

It’s the Ziwei Sect!” 

When Qin Chao heard that, his expression could not help changing wildly. 

He thought that he was just a nameless nobody and no one would recognize him at all. 

But who would have thought that he was still recognized by someone? 

His feelings toward the Ziwei Sect were very deep and did not wish to implicate the Ziwei Sect. 

If it was learned by these Sentry Celestial Palace people that he was part of the Ziwei Sect, the Ziwei Sect 

would surely suffer annihilation! 

The divine race in brocade said in a thunderous rage, “Ziwei Sect? Heh heh, what immense gall! After 

killing these two brats, the Ziwei Sect don’t have a need to exist in this world anymore as well.” 

Just as Qin Chao was panicking and at a loss on what to do, Ye Yuan lightly patted his shoulder and said 

smilingly, “Relax, no one will know that you’re from the Ziwei Sect.” 

Everyone was stunned, was this kid stupid? 

Everyone already knew, how could no one know? 

“Space ... freeze!” 

Just as everyone was in a daze, Ye Yuan snapped his fingers slightly. Space seemed to be like the surface 

of water with a layer of ripple oscillating. 

Immediately, the expressions of all the divine race and human powerhouses changed wildly! 

“Not good, this is space freeze! We ... We can’t traverse through the void anymore!” 

Everyone was immensely shocked, the gazes that looked toward Ye Yuan had horrified looks. 

They did not think that Ye Yuan actually comprehended spatial law to such a terrifying realm. 



The gaze of the divine race member in brocade turned intent and he said in a solemn voice, “Panicking 

for? Even if he freezes space, can he deal with so many of us by himself? Heh, looks like this is the newly 

emerged peerless genius of the human race. Killing him will be a great achievement!” 

“Yes, Palace Lord!” 

The moment everyone heard that this was the case, they immediately put away the looks of alarm and 

panic. What replaced it was greedy eyes. 

This divine race member in brocade was Sentry Celestial Palace’s palace lord, a peak Eight-marks 

Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouse! 

This kind of powerhouse, his strength was already not much weaker than Nineorigin’s. 

These Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouses, Heavenly Emperor powerhouses, were all in a 

mad rush to be the first, rushing over towards Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan was indifferent, faintly spitting two words out of his mouth again, “Sword, come!” 

“My sword! Why ... Why isn’t it listening to orders anymore!” Those powerhouses who used the sword 

were all horrified. 

Their swords actually broke out of their hands involuntarily and flew towards Ye Yuan. 

At the same time, the flying swords within the confines of the entire Sentry Celestial Palace all flew 

toward Ye Yuan. 

For a moment, the entire sky was full of sword shadows dancing everywhere. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2376: Sources Emerging in Unison to Destroy the Celestial Palace! 

“Sword Dao source! Formation Dao source! Spatial source! Just ... Just who the hell is this guy?” 

“When did such a heaven-defying genius appear in the human race? Why doesn’t the divine race have 

any news at all?” 

“Too terrifying! If such a genius grows up, he’ll surely be a mortal calamity to my divine race!” 

... ... 

Regardless of whether it was the divine race or human race powerhouses, after seeing such a 

commotion, each and every one of their faces turned ashen. 

A Fifth Firmament Heavenly Emperor brat actually comprehended three great sources. Among them, 

there was even a supreme law! 

This kind of talent was simply too terrifying. 

Sentry Celestial Palace’s palace lord’s gaze was full of solemness as he thought to himself, “No way! I’ve 

got to kill this brat! Otherwise, he’ll become my divine race’s mortal calamity!” 
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“Attack together, kill this punk!” Sentry Celestial Palace Lord did not hesitate in the slightest as he gave 

the order. 

Although the commotion that Ye Yuan put forth was very scary, how could it really scare Sentry Celestial 

Palace Lord, this kind of existence? 

With Sentry Celestial Palace Lord’s strength, challenging ten human Ninth Firmament Heavenly 

Emperors alone was also nothing difficult, let alone Ye Yuan, this Fifth Firmament Heavenly Emperor. 

Under his word of command, the numerous powerhouses each displayed their divine abilities. 

Although they were not able to traverse through the void, it did not affect them from executing their 

means. 

Especially late-stage Eight-marks powerhouses of the divine race, that kind of power was simply several 

levels higher. 

Qin Chao stood beside Ye Yuan, his expression incomparably pale like paper paste. 

When had he seen before this kind of terrifying battle? 

“You don’t resist, listen to my arrangements, otherwise, I can’t guarantee your safety.” 

Ye Yuan’s voice came over leisurely, making Qin Chao’s heart turned somber. 

Facing so many powerhouses, he was actually so calm and collected. 

As if what was in front of him were not divine race powerhouses, but a bunch of clay chickens and 

pottery dogs! 

“True Nirvana Sword Formation, arise!” 

Ye Yuan raised his fingertips, the terrifying sword formation suddenly condenses. 

In an instant, the entire sky became a brutal battlefield! 

“Ahhh!!” 

“Ahhh!!” 

“Ahhh!!” 

... ... 

The screams were continuous. Those human powerhouses, including late-stage Heavenly Emperor 

mighty experts, were totally like paper paste inside the sword formation, a swath dying in an instant. 

One had to know, even an unpredictable child like Pang Zhen could not last too long inside Ye Yuan’s 

sword formation too. So let alone these people? 

Those unpredictable children, which one was not a Seventh Firmament or Eighth Firmament Heavenly 

Emperor super powerhouse? 

Compared to the unpredictable children, these humans were too ordinary. 



Sentry Celestial Palace Lord’s pupils constricted, being shocked by the scene in front of him. 

He never thought that a human could be so powerful too! 

This kind of leapfrogging realms to battle, the means to mass-kill enemies, even he, a member of the 

divine race, could not do it too! 

The divine race was strong, but could the divine race’s geniuses kill so many late-stage Heavenly 

Emperor powerhouses with a wave of a hand at Ye Yuan’s realm? 

Absolutely impossible! 

The more he witnessed Ye Yuan’s means, the greater the shock in his heart. 

After the humans finished dying, it was the divine race’s turn. 

The divine race similarly could not hold out for long in the sword formation. 

Those terrifying means could not unleash their power in the sword formation at all. 

The present True Nirvana Sword Formation was integrated into the spatial source by Ye Yuan, its power 

rising once more. 

Three great sources fusing into one, the power was simply unimaginable. 

The True Nirvana Sword Formation after being strengthened, was simply without any weaknesses to 

exploit! 

At this moment, Sentry Celestial Palace Lord finally felt the threat of death. 

He wanted to escape, but space was already frozen. Coupled with the harassment of the sword 

formation, he had no opportunity to escape at all! 

Space freezing, it was equivalent to that this region of space was already controlled by Ye Yuan. 

Being unable to utilize the power of space, just by relying on his own divine essence to fly, there was no 

way to escape at all. 

“No way! I have to send this news out! Otherwise, there will surely be a catastrophe in the future!” 

Thinking up to here, Sentry Celestial Palace Lord no longer hesitated, taking out a white crystal in his 

hand. 

Instant Message Crystal! 

This was the divine race’s most urgent communication method. Once activated, it could send news back 

to the upper Sentry Celestial Palace within a day. 

Sentry Celestial Palace Lord muttered under his breath, “Skysouth has a child who comprehended three 

great sources; a huge disaster! Quickly send Nine-marks to come and kill!” 

Pah! 



Finished talking, Sentry Celestial Palace Lord directly crushed the Instant Message Crystal. One white 

rune after another disappeared in a flash. 

These pieces of information actually passed through Ye Yuan’s spatial freeze! 

“Haha, brat, even if you kill us, you’re also dead for sure! After the message reaches the Southern Sentry 

Celestial Palace, your death date will arrive!” Sentry Celestial Palace Lord said with a cold laugh. 

He already no longer had any confidence with regards to Ye Yuan. 

Because he unleashed all of his abilities and was actually unable to break through Ye Yuan’s sword 

formation. 

Ye Yuan had long noticed Sentry Celestial Palace Lord’s activities. Hearing that, he just said with a smile 

that was not a smile, “Oh, is that so? You take a look behind you.” 

Suddenly, Sentry Celestial Palace Lord’s expression changed wildly, his eyes revealing a look of horror. 

It was only to see that those runes were currently staying at a distance 1000 feet behind him, crawling 

like a tortoise, not flying out of the range of the sword formation at all. 

His pupils constricted and he cried out in surprise, “T-Time law! You ... are you still human?” 

It was precisely time law! 

Those runes could pass through spatial law, but could not stop time law! 

Under time law, the originally lightning-quick runes became like tortoises now. 

The current time law was no longer 1:30. 

1:30 was unable to stop such a fast Instant Message Crystal too. 

The localized time law in front of them already reached an astonishing 1:100! 

Ye Yuan being swept into the spacetime turbulence was indeed incomparably perilous, but it also let 

him obtain tremendous benefits. 

Regardless of whether it was time law or spatial law, he had great insights while in the spacetime 

turbulence. 

Puchi! 

More than a dozen streaks of cold light flashed past, slicing the white runes into countless pieces. 

Sentry Celestial Palace Lord’s complexion was ashen. He looked toward Ye Yuan in amazement, as if 

looking at a freak. 

“Alright, I can send you all on your way now!” Ye Yuan said nonchalantly, his words full of indifference. 

... ... 

Very soon, a piece of shocking news resounded throughout Skysouth! 



Skysouth Sentry Celestial Palace was completely destroyed by someone. Not even fowls and dogs were 

left! 

All of the people including Sentry Celestial Palace Lord had perished! 

This news was like a wind, sweeping throughout the entire Southern Border very quickly. 

For a moment, everyone from all races, they were discussing this matter. 

They were shocked by this news. Because no one had ever been able to destroy a Sentry Celestial Palace 

before. 

What was scarier was that no traces were left behind at all. 

No one knew who on earth did it. 

“Being able to destroy the Sentry Celestial Palace and not leave behind the slightest hint of traces, it’s 

probably at least a Deva Second Blight powerhouse, right?” 

“Pooh! Can a Deva Second Blight stop the Instant Message Crystal? Even for Deva Fifth Blights, those 

able to accomplish it are extremely few too, right?” 

“Then ... who on earth did it? This matter is truly an epoch-making huge incident.” 

... ... 

The various races were excited. They were just the general public, but they were similarly people who 

had been oppressed and humiliated. 

This action of Ye Yuan was simply invigorating. 

They did not dare to speak out but expressed incomparably joy in private. 

Finally, the situation gave vent to frustration! 

However, when this news was spread back to the Ziwei Sect, the entire sect was deathly silent! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2377: Agitating the World! 

“Qin Chao they all, they really succeeded! How is this possible?” 

“The scary thing isn’t that they succeeded, but that the Sentry Celestial Palace didn’t even send the 

news out!” 

“Just who the hell was that young man? Also, how did he do it?” 

... ... 

Countless doubts lingered in the hearts of everyone in Ziwei Sect. 

They wished to capture Qin Chao back right now and ask him what in the world was going on. 

This young man appeared too abruptly. 
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His strength was formidable until it made people’s hair stand on end. 

Too mysterious! 

In the entire Skysouth region, only their Ziwei Sect knew what had happened. 

But they also did not know anything. 

However, what was fortunate was that as long as the news did not leak out, their Ziwei Sect would at 

least not suffer a catastrophic disaster. 

This was because the divine race did not know what happened too. They naturally would not associate it 

with them. 

But Mo Qingshan was also worried. Concerning the matter of the Sentry Celestial Palace being 

destroyed, upstairs would know sooner or later. 

At that time, the Southern Sentry Celestial Palace would surely be furious. Which sect would suffer a 

disaster would be hard to say. 

“Sect Master, why aren’t you speaking?” When everyone was discussing fiercely, someone noticed that 

Mo Qingshan was currently being silent, and could not resist asking. 

Mo Qingshan’s expression flickered slightly and he said, “I’m was thinking, turns out that the divine race 

isn’t undefeatable too!” 

Suddenly, it was deathly silent inside the Ziwei Sect’s main hall. 

Yeah, it turned out that the divine race was not invincible! 

It was true that they were a powerful race, but they would die too! 

Mo Qingshan’s words were like a plague, spreading in everyone’s hearts. 

But he ignored everyone’s surprise and continued saying: “These few days, I’ve been thinking about Qin 

Chao’s words. The more I think, the more inhumane I feel that I am! I didn’t even dare to protect my 

own daughter, am I still considered human? What he said is right, we’re humans, not animals reared by 

the divine race! We are already numbed until we’re without guts anymore! And this is probably what 

the divine race hopes to see the most, right?” 

Someone immediately retorted, “But Sect Master, although that kid can do it, it doesn’t mean that we 

can do it too! The divine race is too strong!” 

Mo Qingshan nodded his head and said, “Yes, so we need to become strong!” 

Similar words were playing out in the Skysouth’s various sects. 

Ye Yuan’s action of destroying the Sentry Celestial Palace, was like a seed, taking root and sprouting in 

the hearts of everyone in Skysouth! 

The various races were weak, viewing the divine race as the messengers of heaven. 



This was the subliminal psychology that the divine race’s countless years of great pressure brought to 

the various races. 

The divine race was invincible! 

But, when a person came soaring into existence and shattered this myth, it would give people a fierce 

impact. 

This, was like a ray of dawn in the darkness, bringing a trace of faint light. 

This light would eventually bloom, returning light to the world! 

And Ye Yuan was this dawn! 

... ... 

In a spirit mountain, Qin Chao already completely transformed into a little fanboy. 

He looked at the Ye Yuan brandishing his sword, his eyes full of worship! 

Presently, Ye Yuan was like that unexpected glimpse of a beauty in his eyes, being stunning to the 

extreme. 

In that battle, he had a taste of Ye Yuan’s calm and collected killing technique inside the sword 

formation. Ye Yuan was just like a celestial deity. 

Only then did he know it turns out that humans could be so powerful! 

The Heavenly Dao’s messengers in their eyes were totally clay chickens and pottery dogs under Ye 

Yuan’s sword! 

Who were those that Ye Yuan killed? 

Peak Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm super powerhouses! Furthermore, more than one! 

One person taking on a group by himself! 

That sort of heroism, that sort of aura which showed disdain on all under the heavens, was already 

deeply imprinted in Qin Chao’s heart, unable to dispel. 

What pleasantly surprised him even more, was that Ye Yuan was actually willing to teach him sword art! 

Qin Chao was famous for sword arts in the Ziwei Sect, his talent extremely high. 

Of course, this was relative to the Ziwei Sect. 

When Qin Chao made this request weakly, Ye Yuan agreed without the slightest hesitation. 

For no reason other than that he could step forward bravely, and go to the Sentry Celestial Palace 

together with him. 

But after teaching Qin Chao swordsmanship, he discovered that Qin Chao’s Sword Dao talent was truly 

astonishing. 

His previous strength being too weak was because the Ziwei Sect’s swordsmanship was too lousy. 



Now, Ye Yuan’s horizons were extremely high. He helped Qin Chao improve his cultivation method and 

taught him to comprehend Sword Dao. 

As a result, Qin Chao’s swordsmanship advanced at a tremendous pace. 

Ye Yuan also could not help sighing emotionally when he saw this scene. The talents of ancient geniuses 

were indeed not what later generations could compare to! 

However, Ye Yuan also had an idea in his heart. 

The spiritual energy abundance in this era was also far from what later generations could compare to. 

The current Heavenspan World and the Heavenspan World of succeeding generations were also very 

different in terms of topography. 

The damage caused to the Heavenspan World by the Doomsday Battle was too great! 

That battle fought until space shattered, causing galaxies in sore straits. 

Only all the way until tens of billions of years later did it gradually recover back to normal. 

However, that era that Ye Yuan was born in, things had already recovered a lot. Geniuses such as Wan 

Zhen also emerged crazily. 

In terms of talent, Wan Zhen should not lose to any genius of this era! 

Being able to perfectly fuse Five Element Laws, even when placed in this era, he was also a top genius. 

As long as Wan Zhen was given time, he could definitely grow into an existence who could resist 

progenitor level. 

Unfortunately, there was already not much time. 

“Senior, it turns out that sword art can still be used this way! You’re really too incredible! If Junior can 

learn 1% of yours, I won’t fear those divine race members too!” Qin Chao said excitedly. 

The swordsmanship that Ye Yuan used made him have a feeling of being filled with wisdom. 

Only at this time did he understand that it turned out, so many applications were still hidden in Sword 

Dao. 

For some time, he drew inferences from one fact, all kinds of wonderful ideas surfacing in his mind. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The power of laws isn’t the more the better. If you specialize in Sword Dao, 

when you reach the level of rules in the future, even the divine race’s ancestors will also somewhat 

dread you!” 

Qin Chao’s hot blood was boiling when he heard that. A look of enrapture was on his face. 

Ye Yuan’s guidance opened up another window for him. 

“Alright, it’s almost time, we should head out,” Ye Yuan said. 

Qin Chao was taken aback and said, “Senior, where are we going?” 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “To destroy Sentry Celestial Palaces!” 

Qin Chao’s entire body trembled and he said, “Still destroying? Your Excellency, isn’t it too dangerous? 

What if, we run into Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouse ...” 

Ye Yuan smiled confidently and said, “If I want to go, can he stop me?” 

Qin Chao’s expression relaxed. Nodding his head like a chicken pecking for rice, He said, “Of course he 

can’t! Hahaha ...” 

Several days later, the southern border central region Sentry Celestial Palaces were all destroyed! 

Another half a month later, the western region Sentry Celestial Palaces were all destroyed! 

... ... 

Before Ye Yuan moved out, a Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouse led a team and just 

descended upon the Skysouth region, planning on starting to investigate the matter of the Sentry 

Celestial Palaces being completely destroyed when one news after another came in quick succession. 

The Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm was instantly flustered. 

Investigate what crap! 

An area at the Sentry Celestial Palace being completely destroyed could still be a coincidence. 

But dozens of Sentry Celestial Palaces being destroyed in a row, this sort of thing was definitely a huge 

conspiracy! 

They had no way of investigating even if they wanted to as well. 

Because this was not a matter of the Skysouth. 

People in all the lands of the southern border were instantly seething with excitement! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2378: Senior is Going to the Southern Sentry Celestial Palace! 

“Investigate! Even if you dig three feet below the ground, you also have to find them for me!” 

At the Southern Sentry Celestial Palace, Palace Lord Originbright was unbelievably furious. 

Three months had already passed, the southern border’s dozens of Sentry Celestial Palaces were 

destroyed by someone. 

But they did not find even a trace of inkling. 

Originbright could not understand no matter how he thought. A faction that could destroy dozens of 

Sentry Celestial Palaces in three months, how could they possibly not leave any clues behind at all? 

These dozens of Sentry Celestial Palaces seemed to have evaporated into thin air. 

Just the divine race’s experts had a thousand people who died! 

One had to know, those were all late-stage Eight-marks mighty experts! 
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This kind of loss had never appeared before in tens of millions of years to the divine race. 

The incident this time was too big. 

The subordinate said gloomily, “But, Your Excellency, this matter ... have no way to get started with the 

investigations! The Sentry Celestial Palaces that were destroyed, not only was everyone killed, even all 

the precious information inside the Sentry Celestial Palaces was also completely erased by people.” 

Originbright’s expression was grim until it was almost about to drip water. He said in a cold voice, 

“Didn’t this matter start from the Skysouth region? Then start investigating from the Skysouth region! 

Go and question one sect after another. Can’t find out, kill for me! Still can’t, then destroy for me! 

Destroy one sect after another! Either way, the propagation ability of these ants is extremely strong and 

can’t be killed off. I want to see whether they are scared of death or not!” 

“Yes!” 

“Also, pass this matter back to the clan. Ask Celestial Master Miluo to divine it! I keep feeling that this 

incident is somewhat unusual!” 

“Yes!” 

Very soon, a sanguinary suppression was set off in the Skysouth region. 

The divine race investigated the whole story of the Sentry Celestial Palaces in an extremely violent 

manner. 

Several major sects had their sects destroyed because they could not find out anything! 

For some time, everyone felt imperiled. 

Of course, the more frightened one was naturally still the Ziwei Sect. 

The Ziwei Sect’s status was not considered high in Skysouth. It was not their turn for a while. 

But the incident this time, the Southern Sentry Celestial Palace sent out a lot of manpower. 

Checking until the Ziwei Sect was also just a matter of time. 

In the Ziwei Sect, voices of discontent were heard everywhere. 

“That guy only knows how to kill to his heart’s content, but he put us in a dangerous situation!” 

“Too irresponsible! This guy poked a hole in the sky, but wants us to bear the consequences!” 

“Sect Master, we should go and report that kid! As long as we turn him over, the matter this time should 

be considered over! Otherwise, we’ll face a catastrophic disaster!” 

... ... 

In Ziwei Sect’s main hall, there were complaints about Ye Yuan everywhere. 

Regarding Ye Yuan’s action of destroying the Sentry Celestial Palace, they previously still felt delighted. 

But now, facing the divine race’s bloody revenge, they could not feel happy anymore. 



Hearing these words, Mo Qingshan said with a gloomy look, “Report? Is your brain broken? You’re going 

to tell the disciples that the divine envoy died in our Ziwei Sect? Or are you going to tell divine race that 

our Ziwei Sect’s disciple is bringing that kid around everywhere to destroy Sentry Celestial Palaces?” 

The expression of the elder who spoke previously had an embarrassed expression on his face. 

He blurted it out previously without running it through his brain. 

Now, hearing Mo Qingshan said it, he discovered that there was no way to whistle-blow at all! 

Not saying, the Ziwei Sect might still survive. 

Saying it, they would die without a doubt! 

Just as everyone was at a loss on what to do, a weak voice suddenly sounded out in the hall. 

“Martial Uncles, I think ... I should be able to guess why that Senior did this.” 

Everyone looked over. It was the Mo Xiaocao who was sitting in the corner. 

Mo Xiaocao was also one of Ziwei Sect’s geniuses, her cultivation talent extremely high. 

Therefore, she had the qualifications to sit in this main hall too. 

Mo Qingshan looked at his daughter rather surprisedly. He knew that his daughter had always been very 

clever. She might have some brilliant insights this time. 

“Xiaocao, tell us about it!” Mo Qingshan said. 

Mo Xiaocao nodded slightly and said, “Firstly, Senior destroying so many Sentry Celestial Palaces might 

be to save our Ziwei sect! Everyone, don’t get agitated. Listen to Xiaocao slowly tell you. If he didn’t 

destroy the Skysouth Sentry Celestial Palace, our Ziwei Sect will definitely be exterminated. But just 

destroying the Skysouth Sentry Celestial Palace, investigating until the Ziwei Sect is still not difficult! But 

if dozens of Sentry Celestial Palaces are destroyed in a row, and no traces are revealed at all, it would be 

virtually impossible to investigate until our Ziwei Sect.” 

Originally, hearing this opinion of saving the Ziwei Sect, everyone wanted to refute it. 

But, after hearing Mo Xiaocao’s analysis, everyone thought about it. It was really the case. 

Someone questioned, “But why did he do things to this extent for our Ziwei Sect?” 

A hint of brilliance flashed across in Mo Xiaocao’s eyes and she said, “Naturally, it’s because of Qin Chao! 

I can tell that Senior admires Qin Chao very much! Of course, he originally never planned on implicating 

our Ziwei Sect either. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have said to have us abduct him to the Sentry Celestial 

Palace.” 

The others exchanged glances, abashed expressions suddenly revealing on their faces. 

Mo Xiaocao’s analysis was very reasonable. 

He was thinking of how to save them, but they were grumbling about him here, and they even wanted 

to report him. 



Mo Xiaocao continued, “Of course, Senior’s intention is probably not merely just so!” 

Mo Qingshan’s gaze flickered slightly and he said, “What other intention does he still have?” 

Mo Xiaocao said, “A shot arrow has no way of recalling! Since this matter has started, it can’t be settled 

anymore already! Therefore, this senior should be deliberately making a big deal out of things and 

making everyone know about it! He wants to tell us that the divine race isn’t invincible. He wants to 

awaken everyone’s hot-bloodedness and have everyone join forces to deal with the divine race 

together!” 

Talking up to here, Mo Xiaocao’s face also revealed a hint of respect and said, “This senior doesn’t look 

old, but his breadth of vision is bigger than the sky! He, is genuinely thinking about humanity’s future!” 

At this time, Mo Qingshan slowly stood up. Everyone could not help being taken aback, 

“Sect Master, what are you doing?” 

Mo Qingshan said, “I feel that what Xiaocao said is very reasonable! I’ll go and pay a visit to the various 

sects’ sect masters and hope that they can unite and deal with the divine race together!” 

Actually, there was no need for Mo Qingshan to take the lead. The divine race’s sanguinary suppression 

already made the various major sects unable to sit still anymore. 

This time, the divine race was clearly extremely furious. 

Therefore, they did not have the slightest scruples when taking action too. 

The moment they killed, it was in droves. 

In their eyes, these sect disciples were simply a bunch of lambs waiting to be slaughtered. 

Not happy, they would just kill! 

Hence, the leaders of these sects came to an agreement very quickly, and planned on joining hands to 

deal with the divine race together! 

Ye Yuan slaughtering dozens of Sentry Celestial Palaces in a row already planted seeds in the hearts of 

all the various sects’ leaders. 

When the oppression reached the limit, even pigs and sheep would also rise in revolt. 

But, just as these sects reached an agreement and were about to make a move, Qin Chao returned! 

He came back alone. When Mo Qingshan saw Qin Chao again, he felt like he had met another person. 

Not seeing for a few short months, he felt like Qin Chao already underwent a thorough change! 

“Senior went to the Southern Sentry Celestial Palace!” 

Qin Chao’s first words when he saw Mo Qingshan made everyone incredibly shocked. 
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“Palace Lord, things are bad! Someone forcibly barged into our Sentry Celestial Palace!” 

“Panicking for? Talking properly, who’s the arrival, how is his strength?” 

“T-The arrival is a young man, can’t tell his age. His strength is F-Fifth Firmament Heavenly Emperor!” 

“Are those human guards all drawing salary without doing any work? Can’t even deal with a Fifth 

Firmament Heavenly Emperor? Also, why are you reporting to me about everything, what are you 

thinking? You go and find Yuan Zhen, have him go!” 

“L-Lord Yuan Zhen has already been killed by him!” 

“What did you say!” 

“Lord Yuan Zhen was already killed by that young man. Not just that, Yuan Jie, Lu Feng they all are all 

dead! Furthermore ... he even identified you by name, and he wants to meet the palace lord, you! He 

said that he’s the main culprit behind the destruction of the dozens of Sentry Celestial Palaces!” 

“What did you say? He alone exterminated dozens of Sentry Celestial Palaces? What a joke!” 

Originbright’s shock was by no means insignificant/ 

He had once imagined countless possibilities, but he only did not think that dozens of Sentry Celestial 

Palaces were actually destroyed by a Fifth Firmament Heavenly Emperor! 

When did the human race produce such a terrifying genius? 

Originbright did not quite dare to believe it, but he knew that it was impossible for his subordinate to 

deceive him. 

Even Yuan Zhen died, what was impossible about him destroying dozens of Sentry Celestial Palaces? 

“Go! Go out and take a look!” Done talking, his figure moved, and he went out of the Sentry Celestial 

Palace. 

... ... 

In midair, a youth in white garment stood with his hands behind his back, countless flying swords 

hanging around him, his sword energy threatening! 

Those human and divine race experts, not one dared to approach him. They could only wander around 

him. 

Seeing this scene, Originbright believed it. 

His gaze landed on Ye Yuan, and he said in a solemn voice, “It’s you who destroyed my divine race’s 18 

Sentry Celestial Palaces?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “It’s me.” 

Originbright laughed coldly and said, “Looks like Skysouth’s events made you unable to sit still anymore! 

Since you did it, you must already have some sort of awareness, right?” 



Originbright was not stupid. With Ye Yuan suddenly jumping out at this time, he must have sympathized 

with Skysouth’s humans. 

This sort of humans who resisted the divine race, they had seen plenty of them. 

It was just that Ye Yuan seemed to be a little more troublesome. 

But it did not matter as well, since Ye Yuan came, this matter was considered over. 

Although the divine race’s losses were huge this time, being able to destroy such a terrifying genius was 

also worth it! 

Otherwise, after this guy grew up until Deva Fifth Blight, that would be very tricky. 

However, Ye Yuan said coolly, “Come to what awareness? I think that you’ve misunderstood, I came just 

to inform you that Skysouth’s matters can end now. Otherwise, the entire southern border’s Sentry 

Celestial Palaces will be destroyed by me. Of course, if you have that many Nine-marks powerhouses, 

you can dispatch one to every Sentry Celestial Palace.” 

Arrogant! 

Looking down on everyone and everything! 

Facing a middle-stage Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm super powerhouse, Ye Yuan thought nothing of 

him at all! 

He did not come to surrender himself. He came to pick a quarrel! 

All of the divine race members opened their mouths wide, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

Was this kid crazy? 

He thought that he could escape from Lord Originbright’s hands? 

Ye Yuan went on a massacre earlier. They thought that it was just Ye Yuan’s deathbed struggle. That was 

all. 

They did not expect that after he saw Lord Originbright, he still dared to be so impudent! 

“Hahaha ...” 

When Originbright heard this, it was like he heard the most hilarious joke in this world, laughing wildly 

without ceasing. 

“Brat, you’re very courageous! Being able to destroy 18 Sentry Celestial Palaces, you’re very strong too! 

But your understanding of Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm is too little! Eight-marks to Nine-marks isn’t 

your human Heavenly Emperor to Deva!” Originbright laughed loudly as he said. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “It doesn’t make any difference to me. Alright, I’ve already said what should be said! 

If you dare to make a move against the human race again, then don’t blame me for going on a killing 

spree!” 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan turned around suavely and was about to leave like nobody’s business. 



Seeing this action, not a single one actually dared to stop him! 

These people were already intimidated by Ye Yuan’s killing. 

“How can my Sentry Celestial Palace be a place that you can come and go as you please? Stay for me!” 

Originbright bellowed, the pressure of Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Relm suddenly releasing. 

A horrifying to the extreme aura instantly enveloped all the space in a 100 thousand mile radius! 

For Originbright to be able to suppress the entire southern boundary, how could his strength be 

ordinary? 

Even in the Profound Lineage, his strength could rank in the forefront too! 

The moment he took action, it was simply apocalyptic. 

Those human powerhouses almost felt like they could not breathe. 

This pressure represented Heavenly Dao, it was too terrifying! 

The divine race was able to suppress myriad races and regard themselves as Heavenly Dao’s envoys. This 

was also an extremely important aspect. 

However, facing such a horrifying Heavenly Dao pressure, Ye Yuan did not seem to feel anything, 

continuing to stroll away. 

Originbright snorted coldly, striding across the void with a flash and arriving. 

The speed was swift to the extreme! 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Right at this moment, countless flying swords arrived in quick succession. 

True Nirvana Sword Formation, arise! 

It was just that this time, the True Nirvana Sword Formation that overpowered all sides, was unable to 

stop the powerful Originbright at all! 

Originbright was like a giant mountain. The moment those flying swords touched him, they immediately 

shattered to pieces. 

The flying swords rushed over but were unable to stop Originbright’s footsteps at all. 

In an instant, he arrived ten thousand feet of where Ye Yuan was. 

“Haha, kid! This kind of means is still barely passable to deal with Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realms. But 

dealing with me, it’s too weak! Stay for me!” 

Amidst the wild laughter, Originbright suddenly felt that something was not quite right. 

He was clearly only ten thousand feet away from Ye Yuan. 

But his speed of advancing got slower and slower! 



Right under his nose, but seemingly far away on the horizon! 

“Terrific lad, time law! No, wait, there’s also source spatial law! Spacetime synchronization, even I’m 

unable to easily break through either! Who the hell is this kid? When did such a monster appear among 

the human race?” 

It was not that Originbright was unable to break through. But for him to want to break through the 

constraints of spacetime in an instant, it was impossible. 

However, Ye Yuan did not need to entangle him. 

If he wanted to leave, no one could hold him back! 

Just like that, Ye Yuan moved ten thousand feet in a step, leaving the Sentry Celestial Palace like he was 

strolling idly in a courtyard! 

When his aura completely disappeared from everyone’s perception, only then, did everyone feel like 

they woke up from a dream! 

“W-What a terrifying young man! He actually comprehended spacetime law! Furthermore, his spatial 

law even reached the level of source!” 

“My God, even Lord Originbright personally moving out actually failed to hold him back too!” 

“I still found it very funny when he was threatening Lord Originbright earlier. But now, I really can’t 

laugh anymore!” 

... ... 

The threat previously, no one took it to heart. 

But at this moment, no one felt that Ye Yuan was joking. 

If really got on his nerves, he would really massacre the southern border’s Sentry Celestial Palaces clean! 

Send Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realms to garrison? 

You got to be kidding! 

Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realms were not cabbages either! 

There was no way to imagine how big the Heavenspan World was. 

Even if the divine race dispatched all of their Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realms, it was also impossible to 

guard every Sentry Celestial Palace. 

A subordinate asked carefully, “P-Palace Lord, what should we do now?” 

Originbright’s expression was grim until it was practically dripping water. 

It was only to hear him say in a deep voice, “Pull everyone back! Send the news out! If anyone dares to 

deal with the Sentry Celestial Palace again, none of the local sects will be spared!” 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2380: It Was Easier to Call Up an Evil Spirit Than to Allay It! 

“Senior said, he’ll take care of this matter! But everyone, please don’t forget. We’re humans, and not 

pigs and dogs! Resistance will have sacrifices, but not resisting ... we can only be pigs and dogs forever!” 

Facing the leaders of a group of sects, Qin Chao delivered Ye Yuan’s words calmly. 

But these people did not buy it. 

“Humph! This matter was caused by him to begin with, it should be him bearing the responsibility 

himself!” 

“For him to be able to come forward himself, at least he has a bit of conscience.” 

“If not for him, would those few sects be destroyed?” 

“Also, you, this brat, to actually dare provoke the divine race, you caused us to almost be destroyed too! 

Mo Qingshan, kill this kid and pay homage to those sects that were destroyed!” 

... ... 

There were also a few sect masters who were silent. But the vast majority of the people felt that Ye 

Yuan was finding trouble, guiding the fire onto their heads. 

There were even sect masters who wanted to kill Qin Chao to vent their anger. 

To the vast majority of the humans, they had long already become numb. 

A living dog was better than a dead lion! 

Destroying Sentry Celestial Palaces this matter, although it had a great impact on them, it was hard to 

make them risk their lives for it. 

To the various races that have been bred in captivity for countless years, many of them had long already 

turned this sort of life into a habit. 

As long as they did not take the initiative to provoke the divine race, they would not kill people 

indiscriminately too. 

Right? 

Sure enough, when someone proposed to kill Qin Chao, many sect masters were eager to take action. 

Qin Chao did not have the least bit of fear. Instead, he responded with a sneer as he said, “If you dare to 

touch a hair of mine, Senior will definitely go and destroy your sects! Those present today, not one can 

escape!” 

A sect master smiled coldly and said, “He already went to the Southern Sentry Celestial Palace, he’s 

dead beyond a doubt. You’re still using him to threaten us?” 

Qin Chao had a disdainful look as he said, “Who told you guys that he went to court death? He went to 

warn the divine race, to stop them from doing anything to the human race anymore!” 
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That sect master laughed loudly and said, “Are you kidding me? Southern Sentry Celestial Palace’s 

palace lord is a middle-stage Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouse, an existence even stronger 

than Deva Third Blight. You’re currently telling me that he can return.” 

Qin Chao said disdainfully, “I, Qin Chao, merely have a lowly life. If Sect Master Wu dares to bet with 

your life, you can kill me right now!” 

Got to admit, this sentence of Qin Chao’s was very deadly. 

It was not that they believed Ye Yuan could return, but that they felt that their lives were much more 

valuable than Qin Chao’s. 

What if Ye Yuan really returned? 

Sect Master Wu’s face fell and he said, “Not killing you, we can detain you temporarily! After news of 

that brat’s death arrives, I believe that you won’t get away by the skin of your teeth anymore, right?” 

Mo Qingshan’s brows furrowed, and he said in a solemn voice, “Sect Master Wu, aren’t you taking this 

Mo too lightly?” 

Sect Master Wu said disdainfully, “Doesn’t this matter all due to your Ziwei Sect’s fault? You guys kept 

the sects in the Skysouth region all in the dark, making multiple sects get annihilated because of you 

guys! We haven’t found you guys to settle the scores for this yet!” 

Sect Master Wu’s words immediately received many of the sects’ agreement. 

Hence, they decided to detain these master and disciple two people. 

After the news of Ye Yuan’s death arrived, they would punish the two, to serve as a warning to the 

others! 

While Qin Chao had a calm look and said to Mo Qingshan, “Master, you rest assured! They detain us 

now, they will send us back respectfully later on!” 

Mo Qingshan had a suspicious look and said, “That person was indeed very formidable. But Lord 

Originbright’s strength isn’t what those Sentry Celestial Palace’s palace lords can compare to!” 

... ... 

The news of Ye Yuan being killed did not arrive, but even more explosive news came over. 

The main culprit who annihilated 18 Southern Sentry Celestial Palaces finally showed himself. It was a 

Fifth Firmament Heavenly Emperor young man! 

No one could have thought that a Fifth Firmament Heavenly Emperor could actually slaughter 18 Sentry 

Celestial Palaces. 

What was even more damnable was that he was a human! 

Of course, this was not the most explosive thing yet. 

The most explosive thing was that this young man went to the Southern Sentry Celestial Palace alone, 

and he warned the Sentry Celestial Palace Lord, Originbright! 



The young man went on a killing spree, killing several late-stage Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm 

powerhouses as well as hundreds of powerhouses. 

Then, under the besiegement of Lord Originbright as well as several Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm 

powerhouses, he left suavely! 

As soon as the news spread out, the entire southern border was in a stir. 

“Where did this young man pop out from? Why is he so strong?” 

“Lord Originbright, that’s a character in the sky! Even he failed to hold this young man back?” 

“The divine race members who came to the southern border to investigate have all been withdrawn! 

This is also to say that his threat has worked! The divine race was actually forced to give in by a Fifth 

Firmament Heavenly Emperor!” 

... ... 

This conclusion filled many people with astonishment. 

Only then did they know that turns out, humans could be so powerful! 

Challenging the Sentry Celestial Palace single-handedly, arriving elegantly, killing several hundred 

powerhouses, then leaving suavely. 

Although they did not see this scene, imagining it with their brain a little, they felt their hot blood boil 

with excitement too! 

Passing through a million-strong army, not a single armored warrior touched his body! 

This was the best portrayal of Ye Yuan’s operation this time! 

There were too many people who saw this battle, it could not be hidden at all. 

After the news spread out, countless human powerhouses were greatly encouraged. 

When the news spread back to Skysouth, the various sects’ sect masters were completely stunned. 

They gathered together overnight, discussing how to salvage this matter. 

Wu Tianqiao was naturally the first to bear the brunt! 

A sect master said while dripping with sarcasm, “Sect Master Wu, you’re really impressive! The great 

idea you came up with, now, you brought everyone into the pit!” 

Another sect master said with a cold smile, “That lord is definitely already on the way here! Sect Master 

Wu, can you teach us how we should explain to that lord?” 

A sect master said with a gratified look, “Lucky we didn’t kill Qin Chao. Otherwise, our sects will really be 

destroyed!” 

For some time, Wu Tianqiao became the target of public criticism. 



Wu Tianqiao’s expression was gloomy, and he said in a cold voice, “Now, all are blaming me? When I 

said to capture them back then, weren’t each and every one of you all very excited? What’s the use of 

saying this crap now? Rather than blaming me here, why not think of a way?!” 

A sect master said, “What solution can there be now? Go and invite them out! Very clearly, Qin Chao 

delivering that lord’s message indicates that he’s already that lord’s confidant! As long as we get his 

forgiveness, that lord definitely won’t look into us!” 

At present, they could not think of a better way as well. 

Hence, a large group of sect master level powerhouses came to the dungeon and invited Qin Chao and 

Mo Qingshan out. 

When Mo Qingshan saw each and every one of these people being extra careful, how could he still not 

understand what was going on? 

He was incomparably shocked in his heart. 

That young man really did it? 

Qin Chao smiled at him and said, “What did I say, Master? His Excellency must have caused a great 

sensation in the southern border this time!” 

Wu Tianqiao smiled and said, “Yeah! That lord has the talent to rule the world. Even the divine race was 

kneaded by him too! Gentlemen, it was all our fault this time. Can we invite you two out, please?” 

Qin Chao said with a smile that was not a smile, “Sect Master Wu, haven’t you heard of this saying, it’s 

easier to call up an evil spirit than to allay it?” 


